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OBSERVATION OF MAGNETICALLY ANISOTROPIC DEFECTS
DURING STAGE I RECOVERY IN NICKEL AFTER
LOW-TEMPERATURE ELECTRON IRRADIATION

K Fondi",J Hwnnwrich, H. Knoll21, and G. Lucki3>

ABSTRACT
\ .

An effort w»«* undertaken to measure defect induced changes of magnetic aniiotropy i n a nickel tingte
crystal aftar low temperature electron i^adtation A dynamic measuring method was mad after reorienting a

fraction of tht redienon- induced da tact» >n an external magnetic field of 5 kOe In tha temperature
of recovery siege 'c D E * * 5 l o ®* K > l h * crystallograthic direction dapandanct of defect-induced

•nifotropv could ba dsterrmned Tha results «how that in this temperature range the (10O) split interstitial <s
mob<ia and ab>a to reorient Tha obtained data are further discussed with respect to existing information on
magnanc aftar efieet and resistivity annealing m electron irradiated

Et wu'de a<ne Massing def defefctindcziei'ten magnatischen m ainem NtckaiainkrisuH nech
T!afterrlperatur Elaktronenbestrehlung durchgeführt Hierzu wurde ema dynamische Mefrnethode nech
Ausnchten cnet Bruchta'ls der Oafekte in cinem extarnen Magnttfeld von 5 kOe angewendt Im
Tamperaturbareich der Erhotunomtufe 'c Q E ( * 5 b l > 60 K) konnta die RichtungMbhangigkeit der
dafektinduziarten Antsouopic bNtimmt wer'dan Die Me0argetKns»e zaigan, de^m dieiem Tamparaturbereich
das Zrtntchengitteretom i n dar(iOO) Hantel ^Configuration bewaglicrt und orientiarbar ist Dia
Ma^brgebniua werdan fern«r ditkutiart <m 2us«mmenhang mil Massungan dar magnetischen Nachwirkung
und Widerstandserhclung in eiektronenbesrranitern Nickel

1 INTRODUCTION

Tne intwprutation of the recovery behaviour of f e e metals has been the subject of a
long standing controversy (see eg the articles1 and2) In electron-irradiated Ni the
radiation induced interstitial» give rise to a magnetic after affect (MAE) at around 55° K (end of
recovery stage I) This MAE has been observed by groups at Grenoble (Peretto et at.3), in
Stuttgart (Lampert and Schafer4, Schifer and Umpert5), and at Julich (knoll et al.6). The
interpretation of this effect is controversal: Peretto et al and Knoll and Schilling attribute it to
the reorientation of interstitials during their free migration, whereas Schafer and Lampert5 and
Kronmüller7 attribute it to a crowdiOii diffusion after effect without reorientation of the
interstitial In the first case the interstitials are assumed to have the (100) split configuration
and that they stabilize the ftloch wail by taking with some preference the energetically more
favourable orientations within the Blcch walls In the case of the diffusion after effect the
stabilization of the Bloch walls is thought to come about by diffusion of the interstitials over
long distances into or out of th? bloch walls depending whether their interaction with Bloch
wall magnetization is negative or positive

A decision between both models can be made if one measures directly thealigntnent of
interstitials in magnetically saturated samples, i.e in samples which contain no Btoch walls.

1) Now a*. Siemens Erlengen, Warner von Siarr'jns Str«0ie 50
2) Now at IVkitoren und Turbinen Union (MTU) München 8 V.ünchen 50, Dechauar Str 665

3) On leava from Instituto dt Energia Atômica. Sfto Pt»ulo. Brat i«n



Because in this case no gradient of the interaction of the intersttt»a(s with the magnetisation
exists (like m Btoch walls) a diffusion of the defects cannot produce an mhomogeneity in the
defect distribution over the sample ano thus no change in the magnetization Such in
experiment will be reported in the present paper It show* clearly that the interstitial* have
tetragonal symmetry *nd that they aligr> in a magnetic f-eM with a ttme constant which is about
the same as that observed in the previous magnetic after effect measurements This experiment,
therefore, leaves little doubt that the reorientation of 100) spirt interstitial» is indeed
responsible for the previously observed VAE m stage I of irradiated Ni

2 Metnod

The method for measuring tineI ctanges m magnetic amsotropy has been proposed
earlier89, treated in detail by Müller10 and applied by Forsch1' ' 2 for investigation of
anisotropy in FeSi alloys induced by silicon dnnterstitials Basically this method works as
follows: Assume a disc shaped (flat rotational ellipsoid! ferromagnetic single crystal rotating in
a static external magnetic field Ht with an angular velocity u (r ig 1) The magnetic field being
perpendicular to the axis of rotation should be so strong that any domam structure is absent
Under the influence of crysta1 anisotropy - which tries to align the magnetization in the easy
direction and external fiekJ which tnet to align the magnetization in the fietd direction the
magnetization vector in the rotating sample will perform an oscillation around the «xternal
magnetic field, thus inducing a signal in a pick up coil

singk ays/of
pich-up cod

front view

Fig. 1

Measuring principia



anelyvs o* thi* signal gives direct mfc-mat on about ansotropy Due to The
relative smoothness of the crystal anisofopv surface a perfect (001) cut crystal induces a
voltage signal *n the pick up col «fth only two m*iof Founer components (see10 1 2)

U. = f W 2K\ (1)
* a

w<thfbeinq a calibration factc o* *he apoaratus, OJ the rotation frequency rVa the external
fieW. M the magnet iiat ton, and K, the crystal amsotropy energy

If we introduce anisotropic defects in the sample we should, n principle, observe an
increase m antsorropy At low defect densities this increase due to the smaileness of the signal
change cannot be measured directly Onentable defects, however, can be detected by the
fo Mowing method If the sample is mag net'zed parallel to one of the defects amsotropy axes {at
a temperature where the defects a< able to reo' ent by thermal activation), the defects will
align with some preference parallel to this direction Since this deviation from defect
equipartition has twofold symmetry, it will induce a signal wtth 2w frequency

ulu> - t f £ :>KD (31

KQ has been evaluated by Kronmuller13 for a defect with tetragonal symmetry (<100) split
intet»tttt.'l)

c being defect concentration, f, the magnetocrystallinB interaction energy of the defects, Tthe
relaxation time for orientation, r the orientation time, and * B the Boltzmann constant

Applying a sens>t<ve lock m technique the defec nduced signal U2^ now cin easily be
separated from the crystal amsotropy signal Uiu wr ich n about three orders of magnitude
larger

3 Experimental

3 1 Measuring tethniques

ts desaibed in Section 2 a signal was generated m a pick up cod surrounding the sample
upon rotation in « magnetic field which dunng all measurements was kept at 5 kOe After
passing an impedance matching transformer (PAR type AM 1) and a preamplif<er bandfilter
(PAR type 113) the signal was fed into the signal input of a precision lock in amplifier (PAR
type HR 8) lhe reference signal (either w th 2u or 4w frequency) generated exactly in phase
with the sample rotation was fed into the reference input Prem-adiation tests showed the
validity of (1), i a the proportionality of U4u w*th MHt for Ha above 2 5 kOe and with u>
when the sample dnve was running with either 400 or 800 rpm

The crystal amsotropy energy obtained by measuring i/4 } and C3CjJ is in good agreement
with that obtained by static methods (a g 1 4 as compared in Fig 2
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After irradiation the orientation tnisotropv of the defect» wai measured by magnetizing

the sample at a temperature T parallel to a mam crystallography axis during « timer resulting in
a deviation from defect equipertition corresponding to (4) Rotating the tampfe then caused th«
defects to redistribute Duong rotation U^^ - *p<f) could be recorded on a chart recorder

t

Fig 2

Crystal anisotropy energy AC,; solid line:
measurements of Krause et al ' '4 , single points:

This work

3,2 Sample preparation

A 5N Ni single crystal obtained from semi elements was spark machined to a
{0001) oriented cylinder with tO mm diameter This cylinder was cut in slice* of about 0 S mm
thickness, which were further spark and then electrochemically polished to a final thickness of
0.1 mm. These discs were soft soldered to a small copper tip on an alumina rod which could be
attached to the rotation mechanism

3 3 Cryostat



Tht oryoftat consisted of a vacuum and liquid N3 insulated split He reservoir contain ng a
superconducting magnet, which could produce a f >etd up to 5 kOe at the sample position

in the gap between the magnet coils a thermally isolated sample chamber was mounted
which could b« cooled by pumping helium gas from the reservoir through a cooling coil Inside
this chamber an axle, fabricated from german silver, was mounted rotatable in two self aligning
composite bearings. These bearings consisted of graphite sleevw tightly fitted into stainless steel
holdvs; mechanical dimensions and thermal coefficients of expansion of these different
materials ware matched to obtain temperature ndependert and smooth operation between
liquid He and room temperature A cooper sleeve surrounding the sample could be electrically
heated to cortrol the «ample temperature wrthm t 03 deg The temperature was measured by
means of AuFe NiCr thermocouple being in thermal contact with the exchange gas near the
sample During irradiation an electron beam penetrated the front window {made of 25p rn
thick stainless steel) and the sample was cooled by direct flow of Squid helium

An electronically regulated tape deck motor (with either 400 or 800 ',„•..i) was connected

to the sample axte by a flexible shaft

Phase and speed information for the synchronous detection of the signal was obtained by
an electroopttcal choopping device mounted on the motor The correlation between the
chopper and the crystallography orientation of the sample was established by Laue graphs

ekctrvoplKol chopper

- liquid hehüm rrservoir

. superconducting mgnet
-~ J ~*

Fig. 3

Cryorart



3 4 Irradiation

The xiadiatton was performed at the Jui>ch low tempe<d'u<e eiectson ^'ailiat.on fac>i>ty

w t h 3 MeV eiect'oro the beam cut*«nt density be<ng 30 ^A cm DttaJt about lh« Jui>ch

irradiation fac>l«ty have been published ea^er '^ The sample was cooled by a direct (low of

iiqutd helium, the sample temperature rema mad always below 20 K Total dote w«s 2 2 x 1 0 ' '

etectrons/cm which uvng dose <ate and 'es'Stvity measurements of Dusng 1 6 together with

a value i F = 6 3 fificm/at%17 corresponded to a defect concenvstion of 7 9 x 10 * After

irradiation the o-yostat was disconnected from the accelerator, the sampie chamber now being

kept below 20 K by indirect cooling through the coil.ng « H and set up for measurements

4 Results

4 1 Defect configuration

Following the procedures outlined in Section 2 the sample was magnetized tor 10 mm at

a constant temperature (starting at about 40 K) After magneto ng the sample was rotated i t

the same temperatee to measure U2u> ' n t n ' s connection it must be noted that all observed

signals due to the phase shift introduced by the impedance matching transformer had a 9 0 '

phase lag with respect to the reference signal Taking this phase shift into account we could

attribute the measured signals to corresponding crystallography directions

After magnetizing parallel to(100>a maximum s-gnai corresponding to an increase in

amsotropy was found in the same direction (accounting for the above mentioned phase shift),

i.e. the defect population parallel to the magnetizing and measuring direction had been

increased. Magnetizing parallel to <010> and measuring pa>aitel to <100) resulted in a signal of

same amplitude but negative sign as the defect population oriented parallel to the (100)

measuring direction had been depleted Magnetizing the sample in <110> direction resulted m

nosignal at any phase position except for some apparatus drift or residual effect from

previous <100> or '010' magnetizations

This behaviour shows that the defects are oriented along the mam crystallography

directions «100), (010), <001», that means the defects are <100> spi.t mtcstttials

4 2 Thermal bthaviour

Measurements were made throughout stage l c D E recovery (up to 60 K) m steps of

about 2 K w t h the same result Maximum signals were found after magnetizing the sample in

either <100>or (010) direction During the measurements after magnetization, i e dunnc sample

rotation the preferential orientation with **spect to magnetic field is lost and the defect

distribution returns to equipartition During that redistribution the time law KD{t) (see

equation (4k) can be determined. Detailed analysis, however, was difficult because most of the

measured curves due to start up effects, long term drifts in motor speed, and temperature

instability showed deviations of the pure exponential law of (4)Therefore the activation energy

for defect orientation could not be determined with reasonable accuracy A relatively good

comparison, however, between magnetic after erfect measurements6 *'7 and anisotropy change

could be perfomed by comparing signal amplitude changes between 40 and 600 s after surt of

measurements This value is relatively free of start up effects and apparatus drifts This



amplitude changa 11 ihown in Fig. 4, for •mtotropy (solid fine) and MAE (dashed lina).
Normalised to equal amplitudes at maximum tha two curvas practically coincida. Tha
anttotropy paak is somewhat smallar than tha MAE peak. Tha following raasons may account
for thai:

I .The km temperature «en* of tha anisotropy changa is lowar bacausa th* ratio of
magnetizing tiroa (800 s) to dafact relaxation tima was samallar at tow tamparaturas
( r * 2000 $ at T = SO K) than at high* tamparatura <T * tQO s at T = 56 K). Thus at low
temperature» not at many dafacts had tima to align anc! tha signal amplrtuda was smallar.

2, Tha hightamparatura flank of tha anisotropydwnaja is also lowar; this is dua to annaaling
bacausa du»ing tha anisotropy axparimant at laast twica tha isochronal holding time
Inacassary for magnatizing and maasuring) was usad as comparad to tha MAE maasuramants.

coincidanca of MAE with tha anisotropy changa daarly shows that tha
raoriantation of <100> split mtarstitials is responsible for both etfacts. From thefurthar
coinckianca of tha MAE with recovery staga I D > E {saa Knoll at a».6, Schafer and Limpert5)
follows that during staga I in nickal <100> dumb-ball* migrate freely by a jump mechanism
combining both translation and rotation of tha dunb-oall.

Fig. 4

Defect-Induced magnetic tniaotropy (aolM lina, V ) and magnetic after affect
daahed lint O, polyoíystaí) uKng data mêminà by Knotl17,



4 3 Magnetocrystalline interaction energy

In order To compere the present information on the (100) split interstitial with other

information obtamaote on other defects with tetragonal symmetry we have calculated the

- legnetroaystaMine interaction energy Ustng the numerical values of t / 2 u j , ^ 4 W , and l / 8 u J

together wtth (1) to {4} w« find a value for KQ. eg et the temperature of the maximum at 55

K

KQ = 3 5 x 1 0 ' K, = 2 8 x 10 ' erg cm" 1

With the defect concentration known from irrediatior data

C , , K = 4 8 x 10 " or 4 3 x 1 0 " cm" '

we obtam

' — = 6 2 x 1 0 " »V
c

at estimated error of t 10% due to uncertainties in KQ and c

For other defects in irradiated Ni showing orientation MAE, Kronmüner13 has calculated

values of

E, = 3 1 5 x 1 0 " eV

for the MAE pa»* at 280 K.wheh he attributes to dumb bell reorientatton, and

ce ( f = 7 4 x 1 0 " eV

for the MAE peak at 250 K, which he attributes to divacancy r©orientation.

Both effects are probably due to dumb bell reorierrtation but - as taking place during

recovery stage II should be attributed to rearrangement processes in interstitial clusters. Other

defect* with tetragonal symmetry have similar values of magnet ocrys tal line interaction energy,

e,g., as given by Bosmanand de Vries1 8 , for

C i n a Fe: e, = 5 2 4 x 1 0 " «V,

N in a -Fe . e, = 3 55 x 1 0 ' * eV

4. 4 Conclusion

The experimental results reported here leave no doubt that during recovery stage I the

(100) split interstitial in Ni undergoes free migration combined with reorientation This fact asa

consequence very strongly supports the annealing model for f e e . mela Is proposed first by

Corbett et a ) . 1 9 and later evaluated in detail by Schilling and Sonnenberg2, who attribute the

recovery taking place at the end of recovery stage I to free 3-dimtrwortil migration of the (100)

split interstitial.
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RESUMO

Umi \*nt de tHpfitncm fo< real«zada no sentido de idem-ftcar o» defeito* que produzam modificações
na trvtotrop » magr,etocritt«itna em monocnstats de Níquel apôs irradiação com eieuons a temperatura de
Hé)>o nqu<do. Fo< utihzado um método de medida dinâmico, depots de reoriantar uma certa fração dos
defe«tot de f ad«acab num campo magnético externo de 5 kOe. Nos estaeiot de recozimento IQ D E l t rn1 'e

45 e 60 K) a dependência da 4<race~o crnte»ogr#f>ce da anitotropia induzida pelo* defeitos foi determinada
Oi 'açudados mostram que. nesta emptitude de temperatura, o» intente is diwoeiados do ttpoflOO)mòveis e
reonentaveit. Ot resultados obtidos tio ainda comparados com dados existentes das medida* do efeito
rr jnético posterior e reint'v<dede em Níquel i-red»ado com elétrons.

RESUME

Une serie dexpenencet a eté realize da^t ie out dindentifier les défauts responsabies des modifications
danrsotropie magnérocristalline dens tes monocristaux de Nikel après irradiation par electrons a Ia
tempe'atu'# è i'h*lium iiqu>de Une methode de mesure dyna-^'que a été utihsee apres réonentation d'une
partie des d«fauts d'irradiatton dans un cha^ps magntiiqut externe de 6 kOe Au cours des stages de recuita

D E ( f n t r e 4 ^ e t &0 K ) ' * * t e determmáe influence de Torsentation cnstalltne sur I'amsotropie induite per
' dêfa

c D E
les' dêfauts. Les rnuitati montrent que, dans cette zone de temperature «es interíticiei» dissocies du
sont mobile* et peuvent w réonenter Les resultets obtenus sont ensmte compares evec ceux découlant des
mesures de tramage magoe d que et de réustivite dans le Nickel irradie eux electron.
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